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ABSTRACT 
A woven textile-form is a form that is constructed simultaneously as the textile is 
woven. Interfaces designed with this approach hold undisclosed potential for rich 
interactions. However, the design of  woven textile-form interfaces requires specialised 
tacit knowledge, which is limited even in craft and practice spaces; and it is therefore 
inaccessible to HCI designers. To bridge this gap, we present the material-driven 
journey of  a multidisciplinary team to design a woven textile-form interface using 
various techniques such as paper models and diagrams to design for multi-layer 
weaving. Replacing traditional yarns with conductive yarn, we achieved woven textile-
forms with electronic sensing capabilities. By outlining our process, the pictorial 
highlights the challenges and opportunities of  textile-form thinking for HCI designers. 
Additionally, its printed version serves as a ‘paper prototyping tool’ for designers to 
gain hands-on experience developing textile-form interfaces. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Weaving, one of  the most common textile production 
methods, has been of  particular interest for HCI because 
it allows in a relatively simple manner to create textile 
interfaces by integrating sensors (e.g., [20, 56]) or actuators 
(e.g., [27, 28]) towards intuitive and seamless interactions in 
our everyday life [44]. In particular, the possibility of  multi-
layer weaving, i.e. weaving simultaneously multiple layers 
of  fabric on top of  each other, has appealed to artists (e.g., 
[37, 38]), and scholars who developed electronic wiring 
and circuits [9, 18, 33, 50, 52] by integrating conductive 
yarn, for instance, in a hand puppet [45]. In the textile 
design domain, McQuillan’s work on woven textile-forms 
[30], produced at the same time as the textile is woven, set 
the ground for weaving entire garments or textile artefacts. 
Recently, McQuillan & Karana [31] emphasized the 
under-explored potential of  textile-forms for interaction 
because of  the deep textile knowledge required and the 
lack of accessibility to tools and design workflows. In this 
emerging field for HCI, existing accounts have not fully 
addressed the practical expertise that novice designers need 
to approach the design of  woven interfaces, presuming a 
certain understanding of  textile production processes and 
terminology. As pointed out by Pouta & Mikkonen [46], 
limited studies considered the lack of  documentation 
and detailed instructions to ease of  reproduction of  HCI 
textiles [8, 9, 50]. Moreover, the specialised knowledge 
required to design woven textile-form interfaces, which 
requires the combined understanding of  textile thinking, 
weave theory, form thinking and interaction, remains 
largely inaccessible. 

To fill this gap, we present a material-driven design journey 
of  a multidisciplinary team focused on understanding the 
material at hand by tinkering and sharing activities [24], to 
design woven textile-form interfaces. This pictorial is a first 
guide in bridging the 2D and 3D representations of  woven 
textile-forms and the actual weaving process. Furthermore, 
through the printed version of  this pictorial, we provide 
the reader with a paper prototyping tool that can be 
cut and assembled to understand the basic principles of 
textile-forms for textile-form interfaces. 

WOVEN TEXTILE-FORMS IN HCI 
McQuillan [30] defined textile-forms as those cases in 
which textile and form are simultaneously created, e.g., 
through knitting, weaving, or other textile production 
methods. McQuillan & Karana [31] positioned woven 
textile-forms in HCI, revealing their advantages in 
reducing textile waste in both the design and the use 
time of  textile artefacts. The authors also mentioned the 
potential of  woven textile-forms in relation to embedding 
responsive technologies in textiles, augmenting the already 
existing textiles’ interaction potential. 

However, the potential of  woven textile-forms in HCI 
remains undisclosed because it calls for recognising textiles 
as complex multi-scale material systems across fibre, yarn, 
structure, and form. Limited studies dived deep into weave 
structures, tuning elements and material characteristics to 
fabricate woven textile interfaces (e.g., [10, 16, 20, 46]). 
The majority of  the work to date has focused on employing 
textiles as substrates for other technologies [54] or as two-
dimensional surfaces [56] or as fabric to be manipulated 
[21]. 

Textile-form thinking applied to woven textiles requires 
simultaneously applying knowledge both on weaving 
techniques (such as multi-layer weaving) and structures 
and on 3D-form building techniques deriving from pattern 
cutting. This holistic approach presents an obstacle, 
especially for HCI designers unfamiliar with using or 
developing textiles, that can only be overcome through 
knowledge sharing and collaboration between designers 
and researchers with different expertise. 

KNOWLEDGE SHARING IN HCI  
TEXTILES 
The flourishing of new technologies and production 
methods for HCI textiles is made possible by 
interdisciplinary approaches across interaction and textile 
design [2, 7]. Traditional crafting techniques and the 
open-ended experimentation typical of  craft spaces [35] 
allowed the exploration of  textiles with shape-changing 
and colour-changing capabilities [9, 34], interactive fabric 
displays [12, 14], garments [51], environments [40], and 
educational tools [22]. Speculative [43] and critical [15, 47] 
approaches questioned the role of  computation and digital 
technologies when intertwined with hand-crafted textiles. 
A recent strand of  literature across digital craftsmanship 
and design research practice has addressed creative ways 
of sharing research insights in HCI textiles through reports 
on sample making [15], pictorials [8, 48], multi-layered 
pdfs [47], and other tutorial media such as stitch samplers 
[22], craft tools [41, 42] and prototyping toolkits [23, 29, 
55]. Scholars highlighted how an understanding of  textile 
thinking, methods, and techniques [9] and their consistent 
documentation [46] is needed to broaden the participation 
of  non-textile designers in the design of  interactive textiles. 

Improving the accessibility to weaving has been a recent 
object of  study in HCI by educating novice weavers on the 
complexity of Jacquard weaving [36] or by offering new 
weaving workflows for novice users through computational 
design tools [6, 32], a low-cost loom [1] and the open-
source weaving software AdaCAD [13]. Even though 
many books have been published on weaving, these mostly 
target hand-weaving and craft techniques and are often 
too advanced for novice weavers. Additionally, the tacit 
knowledge behind operating a loom or programming 
weave structures cannot be divulged through figures 
printed on books. It can only be gained through first-
person experiences. To fill this gap, Devendorf et al. [8] 
guided the reader to understand the process of  drafting 
woven structures (also known as bindings) with the novel 
pictorial format of  an instructional booklet. 
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design of  textile-form interfaces. In 
the following section, we invite the 
reader to walk through an in-depth 
visual report of  our material-
driven design and making process 
for a particular woven textile-form 
interface, Deployable Textile-form 
Interface. 

 

  

 

  

In line with these approaches, we see an urgent need for 
practical tools to effectively share weaving and textile-
form knowledge, specifically oriented towards HCI, 
across different types of  expertise. We were inspired by 
the pictorial’s potential, in its printed form, to serve as a 
hands-on tutorial medium. Therefore, with this work, we 
aim to share the knowledge required to design, prototype, 
and program a woven textile interface developed from a 
textile-form. The material-driven design journey of  the 
team serves as an example of  the  workflow designers could 
apply to design woven textile-form interfaces, making use 
of  the tools explained throughtout the pictorial. 

Our target readers are HCI researchers interested
in designing textile-form interfaces with a basic
understanding of  jacquard weaving. For novice readers, 
we recommend referring to prior literature in textiles [19] 
and HCI: Devendorf  & Di Lauro [9] and Devendorf  et 
al. [8] to learn about basic weaving terminology, drafting 
and operating a loom; to Pouta & Mikkonen [46] for an 
overview of  multi-layer weaving. 

OUR APPROACH 
This pictorial outlines our journey to design a woven 
textile-form interface characterised by a material-driven 
approach. Instead of  considering materials as passive and 
with fixed applications or expressions, the Material Driven 
Design (MDD) [24] helps designers consider materials open 
to change in design and use time [26]. As demonstrated 
in several studies (e.g., [3, 17, 25, 57]), by applying an 
MDD approach, designers play an active role in revealing 
material potentials by immersing themselves in material 
tinkering [39, 49], reflecting, and sharing activities.
Textiles are commonly understood as “materials” (which 
is why they are often ‘used’ as a substrate). However, we 
encourage the reader to approach textiles as a system of  
materials, of  which each element and their relations can 
be understood through tinkering and other techniques 
motivated by the MDD approach (e.g., technical and 
experiential characterisation studies). 

The value of  hands-on material exploration is well-known
in textile design, but it is more typically found in craft 
and artistic approaches (e.g., [5]). Therefore, more

how a material-knowledge is needed on 
driven approach could be applied to the 
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Woven Textile-form Interface 

Multi-scale nature 
of Woven Textile-Form 
Interfaces 
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Design journey developed over multiple iterations 

DESIGN JOURNEY 
This section describes the design journey undertaken 
by a multidisciplinary team consisting of an interaction 
designer, a jacquard designer and a textile and fashion 
designer in the design of the Deployable Textile-form 
Interface. Throughout the design and making process, 
we took notes of the different phases and insights through 
photo and video recording, reflective writing of notes 
and sharing sessions within the research team. Then, 
we mapped the tools and activities of  our journey (see 
diagram to the right), building on the textile-form design 
process framework by Walters [53]. The map helps us 
situate the main elements of  our material-driven journey 
by acknowledging textiles as complex material systems 
across scales and as three-dimensional structures [30]. 
At the macro-scale, the textile-form emerges from the 
distribution of multi-layer woven structures, flattened to 
allow the weaving process. At the micro-scale, the textile- start
form emerges from the material properties of fibre and 
yarn and their interlacement in weave structures, i.e., 
bindings. The textile form, i.e., the 3D expression of 
the textile in space and time, can be represented via 2D 
flattened visualisations. end 

Among the tools used in our design journey, common 
2D visualisation tools in the weaving community (i.e., 
weave repeats, weave drafts and yarn paths) have been 
addressed in HCI [8, 9]. On top of  these common tools, 
in our design process, we used 2D and 3D visualisations 
to move across the macro-scale and the micro-scale of 
the woven textile-form. In some cases, for example, we 
felt that a 3D render was more useful to understand the 
expected outcome of  the weaving process, especially 
to check the merging or splitting of  multiple layers of 
textiles. In other cases, we used in-depth section views of 
the yarn path to discuss the most suitable bindings. 

= Iteration 1 | Understanding Woven Textile-forms 
= Iteration 2 | Transitioning from Woven Textile-forms 

to Woven Textile-form Interfaces 

Deployable Textile-form Interface 
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Deployable textile-form from the jacquard 
designer’s library 

 Initial sketches of the Deployable Interface. The purple 
stripe represents the conductive yarn 

Two recurring questions guided our process: 

1) How to develop a textile interface from woven textile-
forms?

2) What are the main challenges for novice designers
who want to start making textile-form interfaces?

Because our iterative material-driven design process did 
not follow a linear path, in the next sections, we present 
activities and tools as an overview of  techniques used, not 
according to a specific chronological order. 

Our design journey started with a series of  inspiration 
sessions within our team. We explored samples of  woven 
textile-forms, taking notes through sketches to interrogate 
the overall form of the samples. To experience different 
ways of unfolding the 2D flattened forms into 3D textile-
forms, we played with samples and discussed their design 
among the team. 

Sample libraries 

We focused on the existing woven textile-form samples 
from the personal libraries of  textile and jacquard 
designers. The discussions mainly revolved around 
which elements were varied in samples fabricated 
with the same technique. For example, in some woven 
textile-form samples, stiff yarns would allow the form to 
expand when stretched and quickly return to its initial 
state when released. In others, softer yarns would not 
allow this springy effect, but the textile ‘pleats’ would 
collapse. Even when the bindings and structures were 
kept constant, the choice of yarn influenced the whole 
behaviour and expression of  the textile-form. 

The samples helped the interaction designer (1st author) 
understand how the three flat woven layers of the 
deployable form (one of  the explored textile-form samples) 
can become three-dimensional and the interrelationship 
between materials, weave structure, and form. 

Sketching 

We used sketching as a note-taking, analytical and 
communication tool. The sketches included three-
dimensional visualisations of flattened and released 
textile-forms and illustrations such as cross sections 
with various levels of  detail. The cross-sections were 
particularly useful in understanding the insertion of  the 
conductive yarn to create a connection/disconnection 
point. 
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Map of Bindings Layer relationship Programming software 

Extending on the concept of  “artwork” from weaving, 
the Map of  Bindings (MoB), introduced by McQuillan 
[30], represents the flattened three-dimensional form 
into a two-dimensional plan for the zones of  each weave 
structure/binding. In the deployable interface, the MoB 
consists of three different colours, each representing a 
unique type of binding with a different layer relation. 
For representation purposes, the MoB below is turned 
90° counterclockwise. 

The layer relationship is drawn as a cross-section of 
the warp yarns. Our notation system indicates different 
warp yarns with numbers (1, 2, 3, …) and different weft 
yarns with capital letters (A, B, C, …). For example, 
layer 1A is obtained by weaving warp yarns 1 with 
weft yarns A. In combination with MoB, the layer 
relationship describes the connection and separation of 
the different layers obtained by the interlacement of sets 
of  warp and weft yarns. We indicate with the symbol / 
the separation between layers. When two or more layers 
are not separated by the symbol /, the layers are merged 
in a compound weave. We indicate with discontinued 
lines the cutting lines to perform cuts across specific 
layers after weaving, in order to release the textile form. 

Once the main aspects of  the design, i.e., layers, 
placements, conductive yarn, were clear we started 
to program the textiles on the open source software 
AdaCAD [13]. Given that the logic of  AdaCAD 
resembles that of  parametric modelling softwares 
typical of  product and interaction design spaces (e.g., 
Rhinoceros Grasshopper), the interaction designer 
(1st author) could easily become independent in 
programming the samples. Programming the textile-
form consists of  3 main steps: 1) create the MoB 
and upload on AdaCAD; 2) assign the bindings (the 
operation ‘layer notation’ [11] can be useful to directly 
translate the layer relationship into AdaCAD); 3) assign 
the drafts of  each layer notation to their corresponding 
colour (‘technical colour’) via the operation ‘image 
map’; 4) export the card (i.e., the file read by the loom 
software). 2B 3C 

A 
1 

B 
2 

C 
3 set of warp yarns 

set of weft yarnsBindings 

w
ar

p 

w
ef

t 

Top view 

1A/2B/3C 
1A/2B3C 
1A2B/3C 

1A 

Warp cross-section view 

layers 1A, 2B and 3C are 
separated from each other 

layers 1A and 2B are merged 
in a compound weave, 
separated from layer 3C 

layers 2B and 3C are merged 
in a compound weave, 
separated from layer 1A 

after weaving, we cut only 
across the layers indicated 
by these discontinued lines to 
release the deployable form 

Screenshot from AdaCAD software 
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3D-rendered angled view (left) and side view (right) 

 

 

 

3D renderings 

Once the textile-form interface was programmed, 
NedGraphics software allowed us to create realistic 
3D visualisations of  sections of  the textile that could 
be observed from diverse angles. By assigning different 
colours to different weft yarns on NedGraphics, we 
could verify the correct definition of the bindings in the 
sections where the layers split or merge. Checking 3D 
renderings before starting to weave samples minimised 
the potential mistakes that could happen on the loom, 
for example, avoiding errors in the programming of  the 
compound structure. 

Electronics 

In this work, we used conductive yarn as a strategy to 
activate the Deployable Interface. From time to time, 
prototyping simple electronic switches and sensors 
helped verify the working principle envisioned through 
the textile-form. At the beginning of  the journey, 
alligator clamps, conductive fabric, and old textile 
samples were sufficient to simulate the connection/ 
disconnection or the overlapping of  two layers of 
woven textile. After weaving some initial samples, we 
connected the Deployable Interface to an Arduino 
UNO and turned the interface into a contact switch (see 
schematic below): pulling the opening of  the interface 
causes an interruption in the circuit that triggers the 
GUI to turn on. 

Deployable Interface connected to the GUI 

5V 

Arduino
UNO 

GND 

A0 

Deployable 
Textile-form 
Interface 

R1 
10k 

Paper prototypes 

Paper prototypes are often used to ‘3D sketch’ the 
expected final textile-form. For the interaction 
designer (1st author), the paper prototyping helped 
materialise the textile-form structures previously only 
visualised through MoB and layer relationships. For the 
Deployable Interface, paper prototypes were also used 
to verify that the scale of  the sample was big enough to 
support the interaction and to test the working principle 
of  the switch, by taping conductive yarn on it and 
connecting it to the Arduino board. 
In the next pages, we will guide the reader through the 
steps of  building the paper prototype of  the Deployable 
Interface as an attempt to bridge between the 2D and 
3D representations of woven textile-forms and the 
weaving process. When assembled, the paper protype 
matches the MoB and layer relationship diagrams on 
p.6. The same technique of  paper prototyping could be
applied to other textile-forms.

Interaction with an early-stage paper protype 
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BUILD YOUR PAPER PROTOTYPE 
On the next page you can find the model to build a paper prototype of the Deployable Textile-form Interface. We recommend
you print this document two-sided, flipped along the short edge and with the setting ‘Fit’. Remove the next page from the
pictorial and follow the instructions below to assemble the paper prototype. You will need a pair of scissors and tape. 

Cut the drawings on p.9 along cutting lines 1 (see the legenda at
the bottom left corner) to obtain 3 rectangles. These blue, yellow, 
and pink rectangles correspond to layer 1A (top), layer 2B (middle) 
and layer 3C (bottom) respectively of the layer relationship 
diagram on p.6. For the entire duration of the assembly, you will 
always keep the blue layer on top, the yellow one in the middle, 
and the pink one at the bottom. 

For each section, look at the notation (ex: 1 A / 2 B 3 C ) and proceed
to tape together the layers that will be woven together (in this 
case, layers yellow and pink). If you are not sure, the annotations 
of the layer relationship diagram on p.6 will help you. Use tape to 
stick the sections together. After taping, put the sections back in 
their initial layout. 

7 

Tape the top and bottom extremities of the prototype. 

2 

Cut the layers along cutting lines 2. In this phase, keeping the
sections separated per color might help. 

5 

Now, you can tape the different layers back together, making sure 
that each colour continues throughout the entire length of the 
prototype. If necessary, you can flip the sections to access and 
tape. 

8 

Now cut along cutting lines 3. Be careful: only cut across the
layers where the dash line is drawn. If the dash line is missing, do 
not cut! This is a crucial step. If two pieces are taped together and 
you can see the cutting line of the top piece, cut through both. 

3 

Overlap the sections with the same numbers following the layer 
order: blue on top, yellow in the middle, and pink at the bottom. 
Then, arrange the overlapped sections in their initial sequence, 
following the numbers 1-7 from top to bottom. 

You should have ended up with the initial layout, with the blue 
layer on top, the yellow one in the middle, and the pink one 
at the bottom. This time, in some sections, the layers merge 
together and split up. You can check how this resembles the layer 
relationship diagram on p.6. 

9 

You can now stretch the prototype by pulling to the 
sides, therefore releasing the deployable shape. 
Congratulations! You have now created the paper prototype of 
the Deployable Textile-form Interface. 

6 

1 
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BLUE - top layer (corresponding to ‘1A’) YELLOW - middle layer (corresponding to ‘2B’) PINK - bottom layer (corresponding to ‘3C’) 

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B 3 C  

Cutting lines 1 
Cutting lines 2 

Cutting lines 3 after assembly LE
GE
ND Start here! 

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B 3 C  

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B / 3 C  

1 A 2 B / 3 C  

1 A / 2 B 3 C  

bottom

bottom

bottom

middle

middle

middle

bottommiddletop

top

top

top

bottommiddletop

bottommiddletop

bottommiddletop
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Detail of the Deployable Textile-form Interface while weaving 
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The paper prototype serves for multiple purposes. When 
annotating the layers notation directly on the prototype, 
it can be used to extract and understand the MoB and 
layer relationship; this way, these three-dimensional 
and two-dimensional tools can simultaneously inform 
the programming of  the textile to produce the card. 
Alternatively, also more experienced textile designers 
could benefit from the paper prototype. It can be a 
generative tool to develop novel textile-forms and 
translate them into interfaces. Thanks to their three-
dimensionality and scale, paper prototypes help to 
explore interaction possibilities that could not emerge 
otherwise, for example through drafting. 

conductive 
yarn 

textile-form, 
as seen in the 

paper prototype 

layer 

weft 

Final sample with paper yarn: 
good balance of stiffness and softness 

Sample with wool yarn: too soft 

Sample with TPU-coated yarn: too stiff 

Woven samples 

We wove several samples and some functional
prototypes of  the Deployable Textile-form Interface, 
embedding conductive yarn. Sampling over several 
iterations allowed us to tinker we  different materials for 
the weft, such as TPU-coated yarns and paper yarns, 
looking for a material that would provide the feeling 
of  ‘textileness’ [4] while being stiff enough to provide 
the springy behaviour to the interface. The paper yarn 
sample can be easily stretched to open the switch. When 
released, the textile goes back its original state but it still 
requires the user to interact in order to successfully close 
the circuit with their hands. 

 

relationship 

MoB 

1A/2B/3C 1A/2B3C 1A2B/3C 

bindings 

All samples were woven on a TC2 digital jacquard card 
loom with black cotton warp (Venne Cotton Ne16/2 M 

28/2; warp density 36epc). The conductive yarn used 
is Shieldex Statex 235/36 dtex 2-ply HC+B x2. 
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FINAL REFLECTIONS 
In this pictorial, we described the material-driven design 
journey of a multidisciplinary team in the design of a 
woven textile-form interface, the Deployable Textile-form 
Interface. We discussed in a non-chronological and non-
prescriptive way the main activities and tools involved in 
our process through understanding woven textile forms 
and transitioning to woven textile-form interfaces. The 
printed version of this pictorial offers a cut-and-assemble 
paper prototype to share the specialised knowledge to 
understand woven textile forms and their potential for 
novel interactions. We faced a couple of  challenges along 
the way, which we briefly touch upon below. 

“How do you call this?”
“How do you call this?” was a recurrent question among the 
designers of  our team. The use of  a common vocabulary 
has been one of  the main challenges. In textile design, 
a wide variety of terms exist to define the same concept 
depending on the discipline and even country (our team is 
composed of  researchers from diverse parts of  the world). 
The need for a common vocabulary became even more 
prominent when working in a multidisciplinary team. For 
example, the MoB is commonly known in textile design as 
‘artwork’; in fashion and form-making, it is closely related to 
‘pattern’ and specification. The need for common ground 
was partly filled by developing the notation system to 
describe the layer relationship and to guide while assigning 
the bindings on the programming software. While we 
believe this system could benefit other designers in their 
weaving practice, we call for other researchers to share 
their own methods and techniques that could support the 
development of  a common vocabulary of  woven textiles 
in HCI. 

Future tools for HCI textiles 
The tools used and described in this study are relevant 
for novice and expert designers of  woven textile-form 
interfaces. Even though the combination of different 
techniques has been shown as an example process, it could 
be generalized in a material-driven design methodology 
to support to the design of  any textile-form. Yet, the 
current tools present some limitations. In some cases, 
the layer relationships and paper prototypes cannot 
precisely replicate all types of  weave structures (e.g., 
a compound weave that expands three-dimensionally 
due to the presence of  shrinking yarn). In other cases, a 
more zoomed-in view of  the cross-section displaying the 
warp yarns could be a more effective method than layer 
relationships. For these reasons, future research is needed 
on how the tools are perceived by novice designers and 
students of  textile courses and which changes might be 
required to satisfy their needs. 

To conclude, we share the first author’s perspective on this 
design journey, who learned to weave through this study. 

From the first author’s perspective
“As an interaction designer that approached weaving to make textile 
interfaces, I was so surprised by the steep learning curve. Despite 
my experience with material-driven explorations and making, I 
underestimated the barriers I would encounter to access the right 
expertise and equipment. I started by researching literature on weaving. 
Of  course, books on weaving theory exist, but they target craftspeople. 
They address waving on hand or table looms, and they focus on 
weaving mostly flat textiles to produce ‘aesthetically pleasing’ patterns. 
Even then, the knowledge was scattered around many different books: 
for example, one would cover the process of  drafting and others double-
weaving. By collaborating with the other designers in the team (textile 
and jacquard designers), I could access a whole new level of  weaving 
knowledge: that kind of tacit knowledge that is not written in books, 
and that does not leave the realm of  art academies. Including (at least 
basic principles of) textile design in the curricula of  technical design 
education would benefit apprentice and novice designers in the HCI 
community that, like me, might want to approach weaving from a 
non-textile background. 

Interestingly, I gained some of  the most fundamental principles and 
complex mechanisms of  weave structures not in books, not through 
sampling woven textile interfaces, but when trying to solve mistakes 
in my woven samples. For example, activities of  loom preparation 
(warping the loom) and maintenance (like fixing warp tension issues) 
gave me some ‘mental space’ to take distance from the making itself, 
and to reflect on the reasons and consequences of those issues, helping 
me to fully understand the delicate interplay between the different 
elements of  textile systems. Hence, I suggest acknowledging these tasks 
not as secondary or optional but as formative in a learning and design 
journey towards weaving textile interfaces. 

Looking back at this journey, my choice of  learning such complicated 
processes rather than delegating the weaving tasks to the other 
expert designers of  the team gave me the ability to combine familiar 
interaction principles (what is an interface, how it would work via 
conductive materials) with woven textile-forms. Only through this deep 
understanding of  weaving, I could uncover the interaction potential of 
woven textile-forms that would not have emerged by looking at them 
as an outsider. I was able to effectively communicate with the other 
designers using a shared vocabulary and to anticipate the consequences 
of  my design choices on the final woven textile outcome.” 
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